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Refers to the U.S. Federal executive branch study and resulting regulations which banned the
importation of firearms which did not meet sporting criteria , i.e. certain paramilitary semiauto only rifles and shotguns. The study was undertaken in response to the Stockton, CA
tragedy in which an AK-47 type rifle was criminally used by a so-called mass murderer. The
Federal regulation, U.S.C. Title 18, Section 922r, applies to imported firearms and to firearms
assembled in the U.S. using imported components. It is important to note that even though the
Assault Weapon Ban (which applied to U.S. manufactured firearms, not imports) has expired,
Section 922r remains in effect, and has the force of U.S. Federal law, regardless of its executive
branch origin as opposed to U.S. Senate and House of Representatives legislation. Also see
Section 922r.

5R

Five groove rifling developed in Russia. Instead of conventional six groove rifling with
opposing lands and sharp edged transitions between lands and grooves, 5R lands oppose
grooves and the sides of lands are cut at a sixty-five degree angle. Claimed benefits are:
decreased bullet deformation, less jacket fouling, increased velocity, and greater accuracy.

A1 STYLE

Refers to an AR style rifle in A1 configuration, or A1 specific components (triangular
handguard, short fixed buttstock, receiver with integral carry handle, four slot bird cage flash
hider, smooth pistol grip, rear flip sight with short and long range apertures, lighter weight
1:14 twist barrel).   

A2 STYLE

Refers to an AR style rifle in A2 configuration, or A2 specific components (circular bi-lateral
handguard, longer fixed buttstock, receiver with integral carry handle and spent case deflector,
five slot bird cage flash hider, finger rib pistol grip, windage and elevation adjustable rear flip
sight with small day and large low light apertures, heavier weight 1:7 twist barrel).

A3 STYLE

Refers to an AR style rifle in A3 configuration, or A3 specific components (circular bi-lateral
handguard, collapsible buttstock, receiver with flat top Picatinny rail and detachable carry
handle, A2 flash hider/pistol grip/rear sight/barrel).  

A4 STYLE

Refers to an AR style rifle in A4 configuration, or A4 specific components (same as A2 except
for Modular Weapons System handguard).

ACCOUTREMENT

All equipment carried by soldiers on the outside of their uniform, such as buckles, belts, or
canteens, but not weapons.

ACTION

An assembly consisting of the receiver or frame and the mechanism by which a firearm is
loaded, fired, and unloaded. See ACTION TYPES for the various kinds of actions.

ACTION BAR FLATS

See WATER TABLE.

ACTION TYPES

Actions are broadly classified as either manual or self-loading. Manual actions may be single
shot or repeater. Single shot actions include dropping block (tilting, falling, and rolling), break,
hinged, and bolt. Repeater actions include revolver, bolt, lever, pump, and dropping block.
Self-loading actions may be semiautomatic or automatic. Semi-auto and automatic actions by
sub-type are:
a. blowback: simple, lever delayed, roller delayed, gas delayed, toggle delayed, hesitation
locked, and chamber-ring delayed.
b. blow-forward.
c. recoil: short, long, and inertia.
d. gas: short stroke piston, long stroke piston, direct impingement, and gas trap.

ADJUSTABLE CHOKE

A device built into the muzzle of a shotgun enabling changes from one choke to another.
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ADJUSTABLE FRONT SIGHT

A front sight which can be moved, relative to the barrel’s axis, vertically for elevation and/or
horizontally for windage adjustments.

ADJUSTABLE REAR SIGHT

A rear sight which can be moved, relative to the barrel’s axis, vertically for elevation and/or
horizontally for windage adjustments.

ADJUSTABLE SIGHT

A firearm sight which can be adjusted so that the shooter’s point of aim and the projectile’s point
of impact coincide at a desired target distance. On a majority of firearms only the rear sight is
adjustable, but front sights may also be adjustable.

AIRGUN

A gun that utilizes compressed air or gas to launch the projectile.

AK/AKM STYLE ACTION

A gas operated rifle action with a long-stroke gas piston, a tilting breechblock locking design,
and a heavy milled (early versions) or lighter sheet metal (later versions) receiver. No regulator is
used; the overall design, machining, tolerances, ease of maintenance, and component durability
assure reliable function in all circumstances.

ANY OTHER WEAPON

Any other firearm which is not an NFA defined machine gun, short barrel rifle, short barrel
shotgun, modern shoulder stocked pistol, suppressor (BATFE uses the term “silencer”), or
destructive device. An AOW is: a device capable of being concealed on a person from which a
shot can be discharged through the energy of an explosive; a smooth bore barrel pistol or revolver
designed or redesigned to fire a fixed shotgun shell; a weapon with combination shotgun and
rifle barrels twelve inches or more but less than eighteen inches in length, from which only a
single discharge can be made from either barrel without manual reloading; and any such weapon
which may be readily restored to fire. AOW examples: H&R Handyguns, Ithaca Auto-Burglar
guns, cane guns, and guns modified/disguised so as to be unrecognizable as firearms.

APERTURE SIGHT

An iron rear sight which has a hole or aperture in a disc or semi-circular blade instead of a
rectangular or “vee” notch of an open sight. May also be a front sight, or adjustable for windage/
elevation, or have adjustable/interchangeable apertures.

AR-15 STYLE ACTION

A gas operated rifle action with a direct gas impingement system (i.e. no gas piston, no regulator,
no moving parts), a bolt carrier enclosing a multi-lugged rotating bolt locking design, and a twopart light-weight receiver. Propellant gas flows through a gas tube, acts directly upon the bolt
carrier to cycle the action, and vents into the receiver. AR-15 style actions have fewer parts, are
more adaptable/modifiable, and are significantly lighter than AK, FAL, or HK91 style actions.
However, more maintenance, cleaning, and lubrication are absolutely required for reliability, in
contrast to other gas operated actions.

ASSAULT RIFLE

Definition usually depends on if you’re pro-gun or anti-gun. If you’re pro-gun, it generally refers
to a military styled, short to immediate range battle rifle capable of selective fire (semi-auto or
full auto). If you’re anti-gun, it can include almost anything, including sporter rifles from the turn
of the 20th century.

ASSAULT SHOTGUN

Refers to a shotgun manufactured by contract for the military or law enforcement with a barrel
shorter than 18 inches, usually a semi-auto or slide action configuration.

ASSAULT WEAPONS BAN

Popular title for the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, Public Law 103322. See VIOLENT CRIME...LAW 103-322.

AUTO LOADING/LOADER

See SEMI-AUTO ACTION.

AUTOMATIC ACTION

TRADEMARK INDEX, cont.

An action design which continuously fires and performs all steps in the operating cycle if
the trigger remains fully depressed and ammunition is present in the firearm’s magazine or
feeding system. Also known as full auto or fully automatic. Machine guns utilize automatic
actions, which may be recoil, gas, or externally powered.
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AUTOMATIC EJECTOR

See SELECTIVE AUTOMATIC EJECTOR.

BACK BORE/BACK-BORED

A shotgun barrel which has been bored to a diameter greater than normal for its gauge, but not
greater than SAAMI specs for that gauge. The advantages of this are: higher shot velocity, more
uniform and denser patterns and fewer deformed pellets.

BACK UP IRON SIGHTS

Flip up or fixed iron sights which are not the primary sight system. They are used if the primary
optical sight system fails and usually co-witness (optic sight picture and back up sight picture
share the same zero).

BACKSTRAP

Those parts of the revolver or pistol frame which are exposed at the rear of the grip.

BARREL

The steel tube (may be wrapped in a sleeve of synthetic material) which a projectile travels
through. May or may not be rifled.

BARREL BAND

A metal band, either fixed or adjustable, around the forend of a gun that holds the barrel to the
stock.

BARREL FLATS

The lower flat surfaces under the chambers of side-by-side shotgun barrels which contact the
corresponding flat areas of the shotgun’s receiver. Also see WATER TABLE.

BARREL LUG

A projection which extends from a barrel and performs a locating, supporting, or energy transfer
function. Lugs may be separate components, or integral to barrels.

BARREL THROAT

At the breech end of a barrel, the segment of the bore which tapers from a non-rifled projectile
diameter to a fully rifled dimension. Also known as a forcing cone, leade, lede, or throat.

BATFE 922r COMPLIANT

A semi-auto paramilitary rifle (assembled with U.S. and foreign manufactured parts) which
meets the statutory requirements of Section 922r of the United States code. Also refers to U.S.
made parts which bring the rifle into compliance.

BATTUE

A ramped fixed rear sight assembly located on the back of the barrel, allowing quick target
acquisition.

BEAVERTAIL FOREND

A wider than normal forend.

BENCH REST STOCK

A rifle stock specifically designed for a “bench rest” competition rifle which is fired from a table
or bench, but supported only by sandbags or other devices. Optimized for stability, it often has
a very wide flat-bottomed forend.

BESPOKE

A British term for a firearm custom-made to the purchaser’s specifications. From the verb
“bespeak”, which means “to give order for it to be made”.

BIRD’S HEAD

Refers to curved grip configuration on revolvers which resembles the outline of a bird’s head,
usually with 3 1/2 - 5 1/2 in. barrel lengths. Patterned after the grips on Colt’s 1877 Thunderer
revolver.

BLIND MAGAZINE

A box magazine which is completely concealed within the action and stock.

BLOWBACK ACTION

A semi-automatic or automatic firearm operating design which uses expanding propellant gasses
to push a heavy unlocked breech bolt open, and which relies upon the inertia of its moving parts
to keep the action closed until the bullet has exited the muzzle and pressure has decreased to a
safe level.
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BLUING

The chemical process of artificial oxidation (rusting) applied to gun parts so that the metal attains
a dark blue or nearly black appearance.

BOLT

An assembly which reciprocates along the axis of a firearm’s bore; it supports the cartridge case
head and locks the action. Also see BOLT ACTION.

BOLT (REVOLVER)

The lug or projection which rises from a revolver’s frame in order to immobilize the cylinder and
align a charge hole with the bore of the barrel. Also called a cylinder stop.

BOLT ACTION

A manual action with a bolt body (usually including locking, firing pin, extractor, and ejector
components) enclosed by and moving within the firearm’s receiver.

BORE

Internal dimensions of a barrel (smooth or rifled) that can be measured using the Metric system
(i.e. millimeters), English system (i.e. inches), or by the Gauge system (see GAUGE). On a rifled
barrel, the bore is measured across the lands. Also, it is a traditional English term used when
referring to the diameter of a shotgun muzzle (gauge in U.S. measure).

BOX MAGAZINE

A boxlike feed device for a firearm, which allows cartridges to be stacked one on top of the other.
Most box magazines are removable for reloading.

BOXLOCK ACTION

Typified by Parker shotguns in U.S. and Westley Richards in England. Generally considered
inferior in strength to the sidelock. Developed by Anson & Deeley, the boxlock is hammerless.
It has two disadvantages. First, the hammer pin must be placed directly below knee of action,
which is its weakest spot. Second, action walls must be thinned out to receive locks. These are
inserted from below into large slots in the action body, which is then closed with a plate. If a
correctly made Greener crossbolt is used, many of the boxlock’s weaknesses can be negated. Also
see CROSSBOLT.

BRADY ACT/BILL

See Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act.

BRADY HANDGUN VIOLENCE PREVENTION ACT

1998 Federal legislation which established the National Instant Criminal Background Check
System (NICS). Also commonly known as the Brady Bill, or the Brady Act. See NATIONAL
INSTANT CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK SYSTEM.

BREAK BARREL ACTION

A type of action where the barrels pivot on a hinge pin, allowing access to the chamber(s) in the
breech. Configurations include: single shot, SxS, O/U, combination guns, drillings, and vierlings.

BREAK OPEN ACTION

See BREAK BARREL ACTION

BREECH

The rear end of a barrel where a cartridge is chambered. Also commonly used in reference to the
entire chamber, breech, and receiver of long guns.

BREVETTE

French word which, in gun terminology, refers to a European copy (usually English, French, or
Belgian) or patterned after a more famous design (i.e., Brevette Remington O/U derringer refers
to a copy of the Remington O/U .41 cal. derringer).

BUCKHORN SIGHT

Open metallic rear sight with sides that curl upward and inward.

BULL BARREL

A heavier, thicker than normal barrel with little or no taper.

BULLET BUTTON

A magazine locking device for AR-15 style rifles. It transforms a rifle with a standard manually
operable magazine release and detachable magazine functionality into a fixed magazine rifle in
order to comply with the State of California’s firearm statutes. Depressing the “button” with a
tool, e.g. bullet tip, small screwdriver, etc., is the only way to remove the magazine (which cannot
hold more than ten rounds).
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BUTTPAD

A rubber or synthetic composition part attached to the buttstock’s end; intended to absorb recoil
energy, prevent damage to the buttstock, and vary length of pull. May be fixed, solid, ventilated,
or adjustable (horizontally, vertically, cant).

BUTTPLATE

A protective plate, usually steel, attached to the back of the buttstock.

BUTTSTOCK

The portion of a stock which is positioned against the user’s shoulder; also known as the butt.
On AR-15/M16 style or similar long guns, the separate component which is attached to the rear
of the receiver. Also see STOCK.

CALIBER

The diameter of the bore (measured from land to land), usually measured in either inches or
millimeters/centimeters. It does not designate bullet diameter.

CAMO (CAMOUFLAGE)

Refers to a patterned treatment using a variety of different colors/patterns that enables a gun to
blend into a particular outdoors environment. In most cases, this involves a film or additional
finish applied on top of a gun’s wood and/or metal parts (i.e. Mossy Oak Break-Up, Advantage
Timber, Realtree Hardwoods, etc.).

CARTOUCHE

Generally refers to a manufacturer’s inspector marking impressed into the wood of a military
gun, usually in the form of initials inside a circle or oval.

CASE COLORS

See COLOR CASE HARDENING.

CAST OFF

The distance that a buttplate is offset to the right of the line of sight for a right-handed shooter.
Especially important in shotgun stocks.

CAST ON

The same as Cast Off, except that the buttplate is offset to the left of the line of sight for a lefthanded shooter.

CENTERFIRE

Refers to ammunition with primers centrally positioned in the cartridge case head; or to a firearm
which is chambered for centerfire ammunition.

CERAKOTE

A ceramic based firearms coating with improved performance and reliability compared to
traditional firearms finishes. Offers abrasion, corrosion, and solvent protection, in many colors
and designs.

CHAMBER

Rear part of the barrel which has been reamed out so that it will contain a cartridge. When the
breech is closed, the cartridge is supported in the chamber, and the chamber must align the
primer with the firing pin, and the bullet with the bore.

CHAMBER THROAT

See BARREL THROAT.

CHARGE HOLE

The hole bored completely through a revolver’s cylinder in which cartridges are loaded.

CHARGING HANDLE

A semi-auto firearm component which is manipulated to cycle the action, but which does not fire
the cartridge. Also called cocking handle, cocking knob, or operating handle.

CHECKERING

A functional decoration consisting of pointed pyramids cut into the wood or metal surfaces of a
firearm. Generally applied to the pistol grip and forend/forearm areas, affording better handling
and control.

CHEEKPIECE

An elevated section of the upper buttstock on which the shooter’s cheek rests when holding a
rifle or shotgun in firing position. It may be integral to the buttstock, or a separate component.
Adjustable cheekpieces may be moved in one or more ways: up, down, fore, aft, or side-to-side.
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CHOKE

The muzzle constriction on a shotgun which controls the spread of the shot.

CHOKE TUBES

Interchangeable screw-in devices allowing different choke configurations (i.e., cylinder,
improved cylinder, improved modified, modified, full). While most choke tubes fit flush with the
end of the barrel, some choke tubes now also protrude from the end of the barrel. Most recently
made shotguns usually include three to five choke tubes with the shotgun.

CHOPPER LUMP

An underlug, and the barrel fabrication method, traditionally used for higher grade English SxS
shotguns. A lump or underlug extending beneath the breech is forged as an integral part of each
barrel. When the barrels are joined, the two lumps are carefully fitted on their mating surfaces
and brazed solidly together into a single unit, into which locking and other functional recesses
are cut. Also known as demi-bloc, demi-block, monobloc, or monoblock.

CLIP

A metal or synthetic material formed/shaped to hold cartridges in readiness to be loaded into
a magazine or chamber. A clip is NOT a magazine (i.e., stripper clips for most variations of the
Mauser Broomhandle). Also known as a stripper or cartridge clip.

COCKING INDICATOR

Any device for which the act of cocking a gun moves it into a position where it may be seen or
felt, in order to notify the shooter that the gun is cocked. Typical examples are the pins found
on some high-grade hammerless shotguns, which protrude slightly when they are cocked, and
also the exposed cocking knobs on bolt-action rifles. Exposed hammers found on some rifles and
pistols are also considered cocking indicators.

COIN FINISH

Older definition referring to a metal finish, typically on a rifle or shotgun, which resembles the
finish of an old silver coin. Most coin finishes are based on nickel plating (not chrome) and are
generally high polish.

COLLAPSIBLE STOCK

Mostly used in reference to a buttstock which can be shortened or lengthened along its fore to
aft axis. Also applies in theory to top-folding, under-folding, and side folding buttstocks; all of
which when folded reduce the weapon’s length.

COLOR CASE HARDENING

A method of hardening steel and iron while imparting colorful swirls as well as surface figure.
Traditional color case hardening using charcoal and bone meal is achieved by putting the desired
metal parts in a crucible packed with a mixture of charcoal and finely ground animal bone to
temperatures in the 800oC – 900oC range, after which they are slowly cooled. Then they are
submerged into cold water, leaving a thin, colorful protective finish. Can also be achieved by
treating the necessary metal parts with a cyanide liquid, which helps harden the metal surface,
and can be denoted from charcoal color case hardening by a more layered color appearance.

COMB

The portion of the stock on which the shooter’s cheek rests.

COMBINATION GUN

Generally, a break-open shotgun-type configuration that is fitted with at least one shotgun barrel
and one rifle barrel. Such guns may be encountered with either two or three barrels, and less
frequently with as many as four or five, and have been known to chamber as many as four
different calibers.

COMPENSATOR

Slots, vents, or ports machined into a firearm’s barrel near its muzzle, or a muzzle device, which
allow propellant gasses to escape upwards and partially reduce muzzle jump.

CONTROLLED ROUND FEEDING

A bolt action rifle design in which the cartridge is mechanically secured by the extractor and bolt
during all parts of the operating cycle.

CRANE

In a modern solid-frame, swing-out cylinder revolver, the U-shaped yoke on which the cylinder
rotates, and which holds the cylinder in the frame. The crane/yoke is the weakest part of a
revolver’s mechanism.
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CRIME BILL

Popular title for the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, Public Law 103322. See VIOLENT CRIME...LAW 103-322.

CRIMP

A turning in of the case mouth to affect a closure or to prevent the projectile(s) from slipping out
of the case mouth. Various crimps include: roll, pie, star or folded, rose, stab, and taper.

CROSSBOLT

A transverse locking rod/bar used in many SxS boxlock shotguns and a few rifles, which locks
the standing breech and barrels to each other. Originally designed by W.W. Greener, this term
is also referred to as the Greener crossbolt. Also a transverse metal bolt which reinforces and
prevents damage to the stock from recoil or abusive handling.

CROWNING

The rounding or chamfering normally done to a barrel muzzle to ensure that the mouth of the
bore is square with the bore axis and that its edges are countersunk below the surface to protect it
from impact damage. Traditionally, crowning was accomplished by spinning an abrasive-coated
brass ball against the muzzle while moving it in a figure-eight pattern, until the abrasive had cut
away any irregularities and produced a uniform and square mouth.

CRYOGENIC TEMPERING

Computer controlled cooling process that relieves barrel stress by subjecting the barrel to a
temperature of -310 degrees Fahrenheit for 22 hours.

CURIO/RELIC

Firearms which are of special interest to collectors by reason of some quality other than that
which is normally associated with firearms intended for sporting use or as offensive or defensive
weapons. Must be older than 50 years.

CYLINDER

A rotating cartridge holder in a revolver. The cartridges are held in chambers and the cylinder
turns, either to the left or the right, depending on the gun maker’s design, as the hammer is
cocked.

CYLINDER ARM
See CRANE.

DAMASCENE

The decorating of metal with another metal, either by inlaying or attaching in some fashion.

DAMASCUS BARREL

A barrel made by twisting, forming, and welding thin strips of steel around a mandrel.

DELAYED IMPINGEMENT GAS SYSTEM

A trademarked gas operating system for AR-15 style carbines, designed by Allan Zitta. Similar
to a gas piston action in concept, it has instead an operating rod and recoil spring which run
through the receiver, over the barrel, and sleeve the gas tube at the gas block. The gas tube does
not enter the receiver, and the recoil spring replaces the buffer and spring in the AR-15 buttstock.

DEMI-BLOC/DEMI-BLOCK
See CHOPPER LUMP.

DERRINGER

Usually refers to a small, concealable pistol with one or two short barrels.

DETACHABLE MILITARY STYLE BIPOD

A bipod designed for severe/heavy use and greater durability, with a Picatinny rail or other type
of quick attach/detach mounting system.

DIRECT IMPINGEMENT GAS SYSTEM

A gas operating system in which high pressure and temperature propellant gas is routed into
the firearm receiver to make contact with and move action components. There are no “moving
parts” (e.g. piston, return spring, operating rod, tappet) in a direct impingement gas sytem. A
typical direct impingement gas system has a gas block surrounding the barrel and covering the
gas port, and a gas tube.
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DOUBLE ACTION

The principle in a revolver or auto-loading pistol wherein the hammer can be cocked and
dropped by a single pull of the trigger. Most of these actions also provide capability for single
action fire. In auto loading pistols, double action normally applies only to the first shot of any
series, the hammer being cocked by the slide for subsequent shots.

DOUBLE ACTION ONLY

A firearm action which cannot be operated in single action mode. Many newer DAO firearms are
either hammerless, or their hammers and triggers cannot be positioned in a single action status.

DOUBLE UNDERLUGS

The two underlugs on the lower barrel of an over/under double barrel shotgun or rifle.

DOUBLE-BARREL(ED)

A gun which has two barrels joined either side-by-side or one over the other.

DOUBLE-SET TRIGGER

A device that consists of two triggers - one to cock the mechanism that spring-assists the other
trigger, substantially lightening the other trigger’s pull weight.

DOVETAIL

A flaring machined or hand-cut slot that is also slightly tapered toward one end. Cut into the
upper surface of barrels and sometimes actions, the dovetail accepts a corresponding part on
which a sight is mounted. Dovetail slot blanks are used to cover the dovetail when the original
sight has been removed or lost; this gives the barrel a more pleasing appearance and configuration.

DRILLED & TAPPED

Refers to holes drilled into the top of a receiver/frame and threaded, which allow scope bases,
blocks, rings, or other sighting devices to be rigidly attached to the gun.

DRILLING

German for triple, which is their designation for a three-barrel gun, usually two shotgun barrels
and one rifle barrel.

EJECTOR

A firearm component which propels an extracted cartridge or fired case out of the receiver
or chamber. Ejectors may be fixed or movable, spring loaded or manually activated. Also see
SELECTIVE AUTOMATIC EJECTOR.

ELASTOMER

A synthetic elastic polymer, soft and compressible like natural rubber, used for seals, grip and
stock inlays, and other molded firearm components.

ELECTROCIBLE

Unique reusable target designed like an aircraft propeller that causes it to spin and go in different
directions. In competition, electrocibles come out of one of five boxes located 25 meters from the
shooter, who must hit it before it crosses over the ring at 21 meters.

ELECTRO-OPTICAL SIGHT

An optical sight (see definition) with the addition of electronic battery powered components
which illuminate a reticle (least complex), or which generate a reticle/optional reticles. Electrooptical sights may be: magnifying, non-magnifying, full-tube convention optical, or reflex types
(see REFLEX SIGHT).

ELEVATION

A firearm sight’s vertical distance above the barrel’s bore axis; also the adjustment of a sight to
compensate for the effect of gravity on a projectile’s exterior ballistic path.

ENGINE TURNING

Machined circular polishing on metal, creating a unique overlapping pattern.

ENGLISH STOCK

A straight, slender-gripped stock.

ENGRAVING

The art of engraving metal in decorative patterns. Scroll engraving is the most common type
of hand engraving encountered. Much of today’s factory engraving is rolled on which is done
mechanically. Hand engraving requires artistry and knowledge of metals and related materials.
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ERGO SUREGRIP

A Falcon Industries Inc. right hand or ambidextrous replacement pistol grip for AR-15/M-16
style rifles. The grip has finger grooves, upper rear extension to support the web of the shooter’s
hand, is oil and solvent resistant, and a non-slip textured overmolded rubber surface.

ETCHING

A method of decorating metal gun parts, usually done by acid etching or photo engraving.

EXTRACTOR

A device which partially pulls a cartridge or fired hull/case/casing(s) from the chamber,
allowing it to be removed manually.

FALLING BLOCK

A single shot action where the breechblock drops straight down when a lever is actuated.

FARQUHARSON ACTION

A single shot hammerless falling block rifle action patented in 1872 by John Farquharson.

FENCES

The hemispherical formations on a side-by-side shotgun’s receiver which are adjacent to the
barrel breeches. Originally fences were the curving metal flanges surrounding a percussion
ignition firearm’s nipple, or a flintlock ignition firearm’s priming pan, which protected the
shooter from sparks, smoke, and escaping gas.

FIBER OPTIC SIGHT

An iron sight with fiber optic light gathering rods or cylinders; the rod ends are perceived as
glowing dots and enhance sight visibility and contrast.

FIT AND FINISH

Terms used to describe over-all firearm workmanship.

FIRE CONTROL GROUP

All components necessary to cause a cartridge to be fired; may be a self-contained assembly,
easily disassembled or not user-serviceable, detachable, modular/interchangeable, and may or
may not include a safety, bolt release, or other parts.

FIRING PIN

That part of a firearm which strikes the cartridge primer, causing detonation.

FLASH SUPPRESSOR/HIDER

A muzzle attachment which mechanically disrupts and reduces muzzle flash. It does not reduce
muzzle blast or recoil.

FLAT-TOP UPPER

An AR-15/M16 style or other tactical semi-auto rifle with a literally flat receiver top. The majority
of flat-top uppers have an extended Picatinny rail for mounting iron sights, optical sights, and
other accessories, which provides much more versatility than the original “carry handle” receiver
design.

FLOATING BARREL

A barrel bedded to avoid contact with any point on the stock.

FLOOR PLATE

Usually, a removable/hinged plate at the bottom of the receiver covering the magazine well.

FN FAL STYLE ACTION

A gas operated rifle action with a short-stroke spring-loaded gas piston, a tilting breechblock
locking design, and a heavy receiver. A regulator valve allows the user to increase the volume of
gas entering the system in order to ensure reliable operation in adverse conditions. Unlike direct
gas impingement or delayed blowback operating systems, propellant gas does not vent into the
receiver and fire control components.

FOLDING STOCK

Usually a buttstock hinged at or near the receiver so that it can be “folded” towards the muzzle,
reducing the firearm’s overall length. Not an adjustable stock as defined above, and usually does
not prevent operating/firing when in its folded position.

FORCING CONE

The segment of a shotgun barrel immediately forward of the chamber where its internal diameter
is reduced from chamber to bore diameter. The forcing cone aids the passage of shot into the
barrel. For revolvers, the tapering portion of the barrel bore from the breech to the rifling.
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FOREARM

In this text, a separate piece of wood in front of the receiver and under the barrel used for hand
placement when shooting.

FOREARM/FOREND CAP

A separate piece attached to the muzzle end of a forearm; often with a colored spacer, and usually
in a contrasting color/material.

FOREND/FORE-END

Usually the forward portion of a one-piece rifle or shotgun stock (in this text), but
can also refer to a separate piece of wood.

FORWARD BOLT ASSIST

A button, usually found on AR-15 type rifles, which may be pushed or struck to move the bolt
carrier fully forward so that the extractor has completely engaged the cartridge rim and the
bolt has locked. Mainly used to close/lock the bolt when the rifle’s chamber and receiver are
excessively fouled or dirty.

FRAME

The part of a firearm to which the action (lock work), barrel, and stock/grip are connected. Most
of the time used when referring to a handgun or hinged frame long gun.

FREE FLOATING FOREARM

A forearm which does not contact the barrel at any point, as it attaches and places mechanical
stress only on the receiver. An accuracy enhancement for AR-15/M16 style rifles, which by their
modular design, are not able to have a conventionally free floated barrel in a one-piece stock.

FREE RIFLE

A rifle designed for international-type target shooting. The only restriction on design is a weight
maximum 8 kilograms (17.6 lbs.).

FRONT STRAP

That part of the revolver or pistol grip frame which faces forward and often joins with the trigger
guard. In target guns, notably the .45 ACP, the front strap is often stippled to give shooter’s hand
a slip-proof surface.

FULL AUTO

See AUTOMATIC ACTION

GAS IMPINGEMENT OPERATING SYSTEM

An action in which high pressure propellant gas is diverted from the barrel to supply the energy
required to unlock the breech, extract/eject the fired case, load a cartridge, and lock the breech.
This type of system generates a large amount of heat and also a considerable amount of fouling
directly back into the action.

GAS PISTON OPERATING SYSTEM

A gas operation design in which a piston is used to transfer propellant gas energy to the
action components. No gas enters the receiver or makes contact with other action components.
Consequently, less heat is absorbed by, and less fouling accumulates in the receiver. This system
also has a much different recoil pulse or “feel”.

GAS PORT

A small opening in the barrel of a gas operated firearm which allows high pressure gas to flow
into the gas system’s components. Also an escape vent in a firearm’s receiver, a safety feature.

GAUGE/GA.

A unit of measure used to determine a shotgun’s bore. Determined by the amount of pure lead
balls equaling the bore diameter needed to equal one pound (i.e., a 12 ga. means that 12 lead balls
exactly the diameter of the bore weigh one pound). In this text, .410 is referenced as a bore (if it
was a gauge, it would be a 68 ga.).

GAUGE VS . BORE DIAMETER

10-Gauge = Bore Diameter of .775 inches or 19.3mm
12-Gauge = Bore Diameter of .729 inches or 18.2mm
16-Gauge = Bore Diameter of .662 inches or 16.8mm
20-Gauge = Bore Diameter of .615 inches or 15.7mm
28-Gauge = Bore Diameter of .550 inches or 13.8mm
68-Gauge = Bore Diameter of .410 inches or 12.6mm
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GCA

The Gun Control Act of 1968, 18 USC Chapter 44.

GLACIERGUARDS

AR-15/M-16 carbine length replacement handguard (two-piece) which has fifteen internal
heat dispersing fins rather than the standard heat shield. The fins provide greater strength and
rigidity; fiber-reinforced polymer shells resist heat and reduce weight. A DPMS product.

GRIP

The handle used to hold a handgun, or the area of a stock directly behind and attached to the
frame/receiver of a long gun.

GRIPS

Can be part of the frame or components attached to the frame used to assist in accuracy, handling,
control, and safety of a handgun. Many currently manufactured semi-auto handguns have grips
that are molded w/checkering as part of the synthetic frame.

GRIPSTRAP(S)

Typically refers to the front and back metal attached to a handgun frame which supports the
grips/stocks. Also known as the front strap and back strap.

GROOVES

The spiral depressions of the rifling in a barrel bore; created by cutting, swaging, broaching,
hammering, cation action, or other methods. Also see LANDS and RIFLING.

HALF COCK

A position of the hammer in a hammer activated firing mechanism that serves as a manual safety.

HAMMER

A part of a gun’s mechanism which applies force to the firing pin or other components, which in
turn fires the gun.

HAMMERLESS

Some “hammerless” firearms do in fact have hidden hammers, which are located in the action
housing. Truly hammerless guns, such as the Savage M99, have a firing mechanism based on a
spring-powered striker.

HANDGUARD

A wooden, synthetic, or ventilated metal part attached above the barrel and ahead of the receiver
to protect the shooter’s hand from the heat generated during semi-auto rapid firing.

HEEL

Back end of the upper edge of the butt stock at the upper edge of the buttplate or recoil pad.

HK91/G3 STYLE ACTION

A roller locked delayed blowback rifle action. There is no gas system per se; gas pressure in the
cartridge case pushes the case against the bolt and bolt carrier. Spring-loaded rollers in the bolt
resist unlocking and carrier/bolt movement until chamber pressure has dropped to a safe level.
Components are heavier, recoil (actual and perceived) is greater, chambers must be fluted to
assure extraction, and cocking effort is much greater than direct gas or gas piston weapons.

ILAFLON

Industrielack AG trademarked ceramic reinforced enamel firearms finish coating; highly resistant
to abrasion, corrosion, and chemicals/solvent.

INTEGRAL LOCKING SYSTEM

A North American Arms safety system; a key allows the user to internally lock the hammer in
place, which prevents discharging the firearm.

INTRAFUSE

A trademarked system of synthetic stocks and accessories designed for tactical firearms.

IN-THE-WHITE

Refers to a gun’s finish w/o bluing, nickel, case colors, gold, etc. Since all metal surfaces are
normally polished, the steel appears white, hence, “in-the-white” terminology.

IRON SIGHTS

A generic term for metallic front or rear sights which do not use optical lens (magnifying or nonmagnifying) components.

JUXTAPOSED

See SIDE-BY-SIDE.
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LAMINATED STOCK

A gunstock made of many layers of wood glued together under pressure. The laminations
become very strong, preventing damage from moisture or heat, and warping.

LANDS

Portions of the bore left between the grooves of the rifling in the bore of a firearm. In rifling, the
grooves are usually twice the width of the land. Land diameter is measured across the bore, from
land to land.

LASER SIGHT

An aiming system which projects a beam of laser light onto the target. Usually mounted so the
beam is parallel to the barrel bore but not a “traditional” front or rear sight as the shooter does
not look through the laser apparatus.

LENS COATINGS

Metallic coatings on optic surfaces which increase light transmission, image brightness, and color
rendition. Also used to improve abrasion resistance and filter out unwanted or harmful light.

LEVER ACTION

A manual repeating action operated by an external lever.

LUMP

An English term for an underlug.

M1913 PICATINNY RAIL

Original designation for a Picatinny rail. Also see PICATINNY RAIL.

M4 STYLE

Refers to an AR style rifle in M4 carbine configuration (A2 configuration but with short
handguard, short barrel, and relocated gas block).

MACHINE GUN

National Firearms Act and Gun Control Act of 1968 definition:
Any weapon which shoots, is designed to shoot, or can be readily restored to shoot, automatically
more than one shot, without manual reloading, by a single function of the trigger. The term shall
also include the frame or receiver of any such weapon, any part designed and intended solely
and exclusively, or combination of parts designed and intended, for use in converting a weapon
into a machine gun, and any combination of parts from which a machine gun can be assembled
if such parts are in the possession or control of a person.

MAGAZINE (MAG.)

The container (may be detachable) which holds cartridges under spring pressure to be fed into
the gun’s chamber. A clip is NOT a magazine. May be a single or double or multiple column,
rotary, helical, drum, or other design. The term “high capacity” denotes a magazine capable of
holding more than ten rounds.

MAGNUM (MAG.)/MAGNUM AMMUNITION

A term first used by Holland & Holland in 1912 for their .375 H&H Magnum cartridge. The term
has now been applied to rimfire, centerfire, or shotshell cartridges having a larger cartridge case,
heavier shot charge, or higher muzzle velocity than standard cartridges or shotshells of a given
caliber or gauge. Most Magnum rifle cartridges are belted designs.

MAINSPRING

The spring that delivers energy to the hammer or striker.

MANNLICHER STOCK

A full-length slender stock with slender forend extending to the muzzle (full stock) affording
better barrel protection.

MICROMETER SIGHT

A windage and elevation adjustable sight with very precise and small increments of adjustment.

MICRO SLICK

A firearms finish coating which creates a permanently lubricated surface; it impedes galling and
seizing of firearm components.

MIL

See MILRADIAN
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MIL SPEC

A series of quality control standards used by manufacturers to guarantee machine tolerances
ensuring the consistency and interchangeability of parts.

MIL-DOT

A reticle with dots spaced center-to-center one milradian apart; the distance to an object of
known dimension may be calculated based upon the number of milradians which are subtended
by the target’s known dimension.

MILRADIAN

The horizontal angle subtended by one unit of measurement at 1,000 units distance. Also called
a “mil”.

MINUTE OF ANGLE (MOA)

1/60 of a degree of circular angle; at 100 yards it subtends 1.047 inches. Also commonly used to
describe a firearm’s accuracy and precision capability, i.e. a rifle which shoots under one minute
of angle. Abbreviated MOA.

MODERN SPORTING RIFLE

A National Shooting Sports Foundation term for civilian legal semiautomatic AR-15 style rifles.
The NSSF promotes its usage to counter the negative anti-gun connotations, confusion, and
misunderstandings which have become associated with the term “AR15”. A modern sporting
rifle is not an automatic or assault rifle, not a regulated NFA weapon, not a military/law
enforcement M16 despite its similar cosmetic appearance, and no more powerful than other
traditional configuration sporting/hunting/competition rifles of the same caliber. Sometimes
called Sport Utility Rifle or SUR. Note: the letters “AR” stand for Armalite Rifle.

MODULAR WEAPONS SYSTEM

A generic term of military origin for quick attach/detach components/systems which allow
flexibility and adaptability for using various sighting, illumination, and other accessories, etc. on
a weapon. Also see PICATINNY RAIL.

MONOBLOC/MONOBLOCK
See CHOPPER LUMP.

MONTE CARLO STOCK

A stock with an elevated comb used primarily for scoped rifles.

MUZZLE

The forward end of the barrel where the projectile exits.

MUZZLE BRAKE

A muzzle device (permanent or removable) or barrel modification which reduces muzzle jump
and recoil by diverting propellant gasses sideways or to the rear. Not to be confused with a flash
hider or a flash suppressor. Also see COMPENSATOR.

NATIONAL INSTANT CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK SYSTEM (NICS)

A U. S. federal government system which an FFL must, with limited exceptions, contact for
information on whether receipt of a firearm by a person who is not licensed under 18 U.S.C. 923
would violate Federal or state law.

NEEDLE GUN

Ignition system invented by Johan Nikolas von Dreyse in 1829. This ignition system used a paper
cartridge and became obsolete with the invention of the metallic cartridge.

NFA

The National Firearms Act, 26 USC Chapter 53.

NFA FIREARM

A firearm which must be registered in the National Firearm Registration and Transfer Record,
as defined in the NFA and 27 CFR, Part 479. Included are: machine guns, frames or receivers of
machine guns, any combination of parts designed and intended for use in converting weapons
into machine guns, any combination of parts from which a machine gun can be assembled if
the parts are in the possession or under control of a person, silencers and any part designed
or intended for fabricating a silencer, short-barreled rifles, short-barreled shotguns, destructive
devices, and “any other weapon”.
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NICS CHECK

See NATIONAL INSTANT CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK SYSTEM.

NIGHT SIGHTS

Iron sights with radioactive tritium gas capsules; the capsules are inserted into recesses in the
sight body with their ends facing the shooter. The tritium glow provides sight alignment and
aiming references in lowlight/no-light conditions.

NON-DETACHABLE BOX MAGAZINE

A rectangular magazine which is never removed during normal use or maintenance of the
firearm. It may extend beyond/below the receiver or stock, may be high capacity, and generally
is loaded from its top (single cartridges or stripper clips).

NON-DETACHABLE FOLDING BAYONET

An articulated bayonet which cannot be removed from the firearm by the end user. Normally
locked into its fully folded or extended position.

NP3/NP3 PLUS

An electroless plated nickel-phosphorus alloy firearms finish which offers uniform thickness,
lubricity, and hardness equivalent to hard chromium plating.

OBJECTIVE LENS

A telescopic sight’s front, usually larger lens which may be adjustable to reduce parallax error.

OCULAR LENS

The rear lens of a telescopic sight, normally adjustable by rotation to focus the sight image.

OPEN SIGHT

A simple rear iron sight with a notch – the shooter aims by looking through the notch at the front
sight and the target.

OPTICAL SIGHT

A generic term for a sight which has one or more optical lenses through which the weapon is
aimed. Optical sights usually magnify the target image, but there are many non- magnifying
optical sights.

OVER-UNDER

A double-barrel gun in which the barrels are stacked one on top of the other. Also called
superposed.

PARALLAX

Occurs in telescopic sights when the primary image of the objective lens does not coincide with
the reticle. In practice, parallax is detected in the scope when, as the viewing eye is moved
laterally, the image and the reticle appear to move in relation to each other.

PARAMILITARY

Typically refers to a firearm configured or styled to resemble a military weapon with one or more
of the military weapon’s configurations or features, EXCEPT FOR automatic or selective fire
capability. Paramilitary firearms may be slide action (primarily shotguns), bolt action, or semiautomatic (most handguns and rifles).

PARKERIZING

Matte rust-resistant oxide finish, usually dull gray or black in color, found on military guns.

PEEP SIGHT

A rear sight consisting of a disc or blade with a hole or aperture through which the front sight
and target are aligned.

PEPPERBOX

An early form of revolving repeating pistol, in which a number of barrels were bored in a circle in
a single piece of metal resembling the cylinder of a modern revolver. Functioning was the same
as a revolver, the entire cylinder being revolved to bring successive barrels under the hammer
for firing. Though occurring as far back as the 16th century, the pepperbox did not become
practical until the advent of the percussion cap in the early 1800s. Pepperboxes were made in a
wide variety of sizes and styles, and reached their popularity peak during the percussion period.
Few were made after the advent of practical metallic cartridges. Both single and double action
pepperboxes were made. Single-barreled revolvers after the 1840s were more accurate and easier
to handle and soon displaced the rather clumsy and muzzle-heavy pepperbox.
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PERCH BELLY

Refers to a rifle’s stock configuration where the bottom portion is curved rather than straight
between the buttplate and pistol grip.

PICATINNY RAIL

A serrated flat rail typically located on the top of a frame/slide/receiver, but may also be located
on the sides and bottom, allowing different optics/sights/accessories to be used on the gun.
Developed at the U.S. Army’s Picatinny Arsenal.

PINFIRE

An obsolete ignition system; a pinfire cartridge had an internal primer and a small firing pin
protruding from the rear sidewall of its metallic case.

POLYGONAL

Rifling w/o sharp edged lands and grooves. Advantages include a slight increase in muzzle
velocity, less bullet deformation, and reduced lead fouling since there are no traditional lands
and grooves. See RIFLING.

POPE RIB

A rib integral with the barrel. Designed by Harry M. Pope, famed barrel maker and shooter, the
rib made it possible to mount a target scope low over the barrel.

PORTED BARREL

A barrel with multiple holes or slots drilled near the muzzle. See PORTING.

PORTING

Multiple holes or slots drilled into a firearm barrel near the muzzle. Porting reduces felt/perceived
recoil, and if located on the upper half of the barrel reduces muzzle jump. Disadvantages are
increased muzzle blast and noise.

POST-BAN

See 1989 BUSH BAN, and SECTION 922r.

PRE-BAN

See 1989 BUSH BAN, and SECTION 922r.

PRIMER

A percussion device designed to ignite the propellant charge of a centerfire cartridge or shotshell
by generating flame and high temperature expanding gasses.

PRIMER RING

Refers to a visible dark ring around the firing pin hole in a breech or bolt face, created by the
impact of centerfire ammunition primer cups when a cartridge is fired.

PROOFMARK

Proofmarks are usually applied to all parts actually tested, but normally appear on the barrel
(and possibly frame), usually indicating the country of origin and time-frame of proof (especially
on European firearms). In the U.S., there is no federalized or government proof house, only
the manufacturer’s in-house proofmark indicating that a firearm has passed its manufacturer’s
quality control standards per government specifications.

PUMP ACTION

See SLIDE ACTION.

QUAD RAIL FOREARM

A rifle forearm with upper, lower, and lateral Picatinny rails which allow attachment of multiple
accessories.

RATE OF TWIST

The distance in which rifling makes one complete revolution; normally expressed as one turn in
a specific number of inches in millimeters. Also called rifling pitch, or merely twist.

RECEIVER

That part of a rifle or shotgun (excluding hinged frame guns) which houses the bolt, firing pin,
mainspring, trigger group, and magazine or ammunition feed system. The barrel is threaded or
pressed into the somewhat enlarged forward part of the receiver, called the receiver ring. At the
rear of the receiver, the butt or stock is fastened. In semiautomatic pistols, the frame or housing
is sometimes referred to as the receiver.
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RECOIL

The rearward motion of a firearm when a shot is fired (i.e. the gun recoiled); the term for the
energy or force transferred into the firearm as it discharges a projectile.

RECOIL ACTION/OPERATION

A selfloading or automatic action which uses recoil energy to unlock, extract, eject, cock the firing
mechanism, and reload the chamber.

RECOIL SPRING GUIDE ROD

A metal or synthetic rod which positions the recoil spring within the firearm’s receiver or slide,
and prevents binding/dislocation of the spring during its compression or expansion.

RED DOT SIGHT

See REFLEX SIGHT.

REFLEX SIGHT

An optical sight which generates reticle image upon a partially curved objective lens; the reticle
appears superimposed in the field of view and focused at infinity. Most reflex sights are nonmagnifying and battery powered. Fiber optic light collectors or tritium may also be used to
generate the reticle. Reflex sights are adjustable and virtually parallax free. Popularly known as
“red dot” sights; they are NOT laser sights.

RELEASE TRIGGER

A trap shooting trigger which fires the gun when the trigger is released.

RELIC

See CURIO/RELIC.

REPEATER/REPEATING ACTION

An manual action with a magazine or cylinder loaded with more than one cartridge; all cartridges
may be fired without reloading.

RETICLE

The shapes, lines, marks, etc. which provide an aiming reference when using an optical sight.
Reticles may be illuminated electronically, with tritium, or with fiber optics, and are available in
a multitude of designs for many differing requirements.

REVOLVER/REVOLVING ACTION

A manual repeating action so named for its multi-chambered cylinder which rotates on an axis
parallel to the barrel bore. Primarily a handgun action, but there have been long gun examples
(e.g. Colt Model 1855 Revolving Rifle).

RIB

A raised sighting plane affixed to the top of a barrel.

RIFLING

The spirally cut grooves in the bore of a rifle or handgun barrel. The rifling causes the bullet to
spin, stabilizing the bullet in flight. Rifling may rotate to the left or the right, the higher parts
of the bore being called lands, the cuts or lower parts being called the grooves. Many types
exist, such as oval, polygonal, button, Newton, Newton-Pope gain twist, parabolic, Haddan,
Enfield, segmental rifling, etc. Most U.S.-made barrels have a right-hand twist, while British gun
makers prefer a left-hand twist. In practice, there seems to be little difference in accuracy or
barrel longevity.

RIMFIRE

Self contained metallic cartridge where the priming compound is evenly distributed within the
cartridge head, but only on the outer circumference of the rim. Detonated by the firing pin(s)
striking the outer edge of the case head.

RINGS

See SCOPE RINGS.

ROLLING BLOCK ACTION

A single shot action, designed in the U.S. and widely used in early Remington arms. Also known
as the Remington-Rider action, the breechblock, actuated by a lever, rotates down and back from
the chamber. The firing pin is contained within the block and is activated by hammer fall.

SAFETY

A mechanism(s) in/on a gun which prevents it from firing. There are many different types and
variations.
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SAAMI

The Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute; a branch of the National Shooting
Sports Foundation.

SAW HANDLE

A distinctive squared off pistol grip design which literally is shaped like a saw handle.

SCHNABEL FOREND/FOREARM

The curved/carved flared end of the forend/forearm that resembles the beak of a bird (Schnabel
in German). This type of forend is common on Austrian and German guns. It the U.S., the
popularity of the Schnabel forend/forearm comes and goes with the seasons. A Schnabel forend
is often seen on custom stocks and rifles.

SCOPE RINGS (BLOCKS/BASES)

Metal mounts used to attach a scope to the top of a gun’s frame/receiver.

SEAR

The pivoting part in the firing or lock mechanism of a gun. The sear is linked to the trigger, and
may engage the cocking piece, striker, or the firing pin.

SECTION 922r

A 1989 Federal regulation which established sporting criteria for centerfire weapons, either
imported, or assembled from imported and domestic components. Firearms which do not meet
the criteria are “banned”, i.e. non-importable as of the regulation’s effective date. Also the source
of the popular terms “pre-ban” and post-ban”. Due to the complexity of this regulation readers
are advised to refer to the actual text of the regulation and contact the BATFE. See 1989 BUSH
BAN.

SELECTIVE AUTOMATIC EJECTOR

An ejector which propels only fired cases out of a break open action firearm; and only extracts
unfired cartridges. Very often found in double barrel shotguns, and also called an automatic
ejector.

SELECTIVE FIRE

Describes a firearm which has more than one firing mode; which is controlled, or “selected”, by
the user. Most often used in reference to firearms which can fire in semi-auto, burst, or full auto
mode.

SEMI-AUTO ACTION/SEMI-AUTOMATIC/SELFLOADING/AUTOLOADING

A pistol, rifle, or shotgun that is loaded manually for the first round. Upon pulling the trigger,
the gun fires, ejects the fired round, cocks the firing mechanism, and feeds a fresh round from the
magazine. The trigger must be released after each shot and pulled again to fire the next round.

SHELL DEFLECTOR

A protrusion of the receiver near the ejection port which is positioned and shaped to deflect an
ejected case away from the shooter’s body. Especially appreciated by left-handed shooters when
firing a semi-auto with right side ejection.

SHORT ACTION

A rifle action designed for short overall length cartridges.

SHORT BARREL RIFLE

Any rifle having one or more barrels less than sixteen inches in length and any weapon made
from a rifle (whether by alteration, modification, or otherwise) if such weapon, as modified, has
an overall length of less than twenty-six inches.

SHORT BARREL SHOTGUN

Any shotgun, which was originally equipped with a shoulder stock, with a barrel or barrels
less than eighteen inches long and any weapon made from a shotgun (whether by alteration,
modification, or otherwise) if such weapon as modified has an overall length of less than twentysix inches.

SHOTSHELL

An assembly consisting of a rimmed metal head, paper or plastic base wad, 209 battery cup
primer, and paper or plastic body. A shotshell cartridge is a shotshell loaded with propellant,
wad column, and shot charge or a single large diameter slug.

SIDE-BY-SIDE

A two-barrel rifle or shotgun where the barrels are horizontally arranged side-by-side. Also
called juxtaposed.
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SIDE FOLDING STOCK

A folding stock variation which has its buttstock rotate horizontally, usually to the right side of
the firearm’s receiver. See FOLDING STOCK.

SIDE LEVER

Refers to opening mechanism lever on either left or right side of receiver/frame.

SIDELOCK

A type of action, usually long gun, where the moving parts are located on the inside of the lock
plates, which in turn are inlet in the sides of the stock. Usually found only on better quality
shotguns and rifles.

SIDEPLATES

Ornamental metal panels normally attached to a boxlock action to simulate a sidelock.

SIGHT(S)

Any part or device which allows a firearm to be aimed, versus merely pointed, at a target. There
are two main systems: “iron” and optical. Iron sights, also known as “open” sights, are now
made of other substances than metal and in many variations. Optical sights have a lens, or
lenses, which may or may not magnify the target image.

SINGLE ACTION

A firearms design which requires the hammer to be manually cocked for each shot. Also an auto
loading pistol design which requires manual cocking of its mechanism for the first shot only.

SINGLE SHOT ACTION

An action which limits storing or loading only a single cartridge, and is manually operated.

SLIDE ACTION

A manual repeating action with a reciprocating forearm. Sliding the forearm towards the receiver
opens the action and extracts/ejects the fired case; forward motion chambers a cartridge and
locks the action. Also known as a pump action.

SINGLE TRIGGER

One trigger on a double-barrel gun. It fires each barrel individually by successive pulls, or may
be selective, i.e., the barrel to be fired first can be selected via a control button or lever.

SLING SWIVELS

Metal loops affixed to the gun to which a carrying strap is attached.

SPECIAL IMPACT MUNITIONS

A class or type of firearm ammunition loaded with one or more projectiles; when fired at a human
target the projectiles have a low probability of causing serious injury or death. For example: bean
bag, baton, tear gas, and rubber ball rounds. A sub-class of SIMs is known as SPLLAT, or special
purpose less lethal anti terrorist munitions.

SPORT UTILITY RIFLE

See MODERN SPORTING RIFLE.

SPUR TRIGGER

A firearm design which housed the trigger in an extension of the frame in some older guns. The
trigger projected only slightly from the front of the extension or spur, and there was no trigger
guard.

SQUIB LOAD

A cartridge with no propellant, or so little propellant, that when fired in a semi-auto the action
does not cycle; and in any type of firearm a squib load most likely results in the projectile
remaining in and completely obstructing the barrel’s bore.

STAMPED SHEET METAL RECEIVER

A receiver manufactured out of sheet metal which has been cut, stamped into a three-dimensional
shape, and welded. An economical alternative to milling a receiver from a solid block of metal.

STOCK

Usually refers to the buttstock of a long gun, or that portion of a rifle or shotgun that comes in
contact with the shooter’s shoulder, and is attached to the frame/receiver.

STOCKS

Older terminology used to describe handgun grips. See GRIPS.
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SUICIDE SPECIAL

A mass-produced inexpensive single action revolver or derringer, usually with a spur trigger.
Produced under a variety of trade names, these guns earned their nickname by being almost as
dangerous to shoot as to be shot at.

SUPERPOSED

Refers to an O/U barrel configuration.

SUPPRESSOR

A mechanical device, usually cylindrical and detachable, which alters and decreases muzzle
blast and noise. Commonly referred to, in error, as a silencer, it acts only on the sound of the
firearms discharge. It does not have any effect on the sounds generated by: the firearm’s moving
parts, a supersonic bullet in flight, or the bullet’s impact.

TACTICAL

An imprecise term referring to certain features on handguns, rifles, and shotguns. Before 2000, a
tactical gun generally referred to a rifle or carbine designed for military or law enforcement. In
today’s marketplace, tactical refers to certain features of both handguns and long arms.

TACTICAL REVOLVERS

Tactical revolvers have at least three of the following factory/manufacturer options or features:
non-glare finish (generally but there may be exceptions), Mil Std 1913Picatinny or equivalent
rail(s), combat style grips (wood or synthetic), fixed or adjustable low profile primary sights
(most often night sights), auxiliary aiming/sighting/illumination equipment, compensators or
barrel porting, as well as combat triggers and hammers.

TACTICAL RIFLES

Semi-auto, bolt action, or slide action rifles which have at least two of the following factory/
manufacturer options or features: magazine capacity over ten rounds, nonglare finish (generally
but there may be exceptions), Mil Std 1913 Picatinny or equivalent rail(s), mostly synthetic stocks
which may be fixed, folding, collapsible, adjustable, or with/without pistol grip, most have
sling attachments for single, traditional two, or three point slings, tritium night sights, and some
Assault Weapon Ban characteristics, such as flash suppressors, detachable magazines, bayonet
lugs, etc.

TACTICAL SEMI-AUTO PISTOLS

Tactical semi-auto pistols have at least three of the following factory/manufacturer options
or features: magazine capacity over ten rounds, non-glare finish (generally but there may be
exceptions), Mil Std 1913 Picatinny or equivalent rail(s), combat style grips (wood or synthetic),
fixed or adjustable low profile primary sights (most often night sights), auxiliary aiming/
sighting/illumination equipment, and compensators or barrel porting.

TACTICAL SHOTGUNS

Semi-auto or slide action shotguns which have at least two of the following factory/manufacturer
options or features: higher capacity (than sporting/hunting shotguns) magazines, or magazine
extensions, non-glare finish (generally but there may be exceptions), Mil Std 1913 Picatinny or
equivalent rail(s), mostly synthetic stocks which may be fixed, folding, collapsible, adjustable,
or with/without pistol grip, most have sling attachments for single, traditional two, or three
point slings, some Assault Weapon Ban characteristics, such as bayonet lugs, or detachable
high capacity magazines, rifle or night or ghost ring sights (usually adjustable), and short (18-20
inches) barrels with fixed cylinder choke.

TAKE DOWN

A gun which can be easily disassembled into two sections for carrying or shipping.

TANG(S)

Usually refers to the extension straps (upper and lower) of a rifle or shotgun receiver/frame to
which the stock or grip is attached.

TARGET STOCK

A stock optimized for accuracy, consistency, ergonomics, and reliability; for firearms used
primarily in formal known-distance competition shooting. Rifle versions may have many
adjustment options (e.g.length of pull, cast, comb/cheek piece, buttplate, palm rest, hand stop,
accessory attachment); handgun versions may have thumb or palm rests, spacers, inserts, etc.
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THUMBHOLE STOCK (CRIME BILL)

An adaptation of the sporter thumbhole stock design which removed a weapon from semi-auto
assault weapon legal status. The thumbhole was/is very large and provides the functionality of
a true pistol grip stock.

THUMBHOLE STOCK (SPORTER)

A sporter/hunting stock with an ergonomic hole in the grip; the thumb of the shooter’s trigger
hand fits into the hole which provides for a steadier hold.

TOP BREAK

See BREAK BARREL ACTION.

TOP BREAK ACTION

See BREAK BARREL ACTION.

TOP FOLDING STOCK

A folding stock variation; the buttstock pivots upwards and over the top of the frame/receiver.
See FOLDING STOCK.

TOP LEVER

Refers to the opening lever mechanism on top of the upper frame/tang.

TOP STRAP

The upper part of a revolver frame, which often is either slightly grooved - the groove serving
as rear sight - or which carries at its rearward end a sight (which may or may not be adjustable).

TORQUE

The force which causes a rifled firearm to counter-rotate when a projectile travels down its bore.

TRACER

A type of military bullet that emits a colored flame from its base when fired allowing the gunner
to adjust his fire onto a target.

TRAJECTORY

The curved flight path of a bullet from muzzle to target; resembling but not a true parabolic arc.

TRAJECTORY TABLE

A numerical table of computed data summarizing the down range trajectory of a projectile.

TRAP STOCK

A shotgun stock with greater length and less comb drop (Monte Carlo, in many cases) used for
trap shooting, enabling a built-in height lead when shooting.

TRIGGER

Refers to a release device (mechanical or electrical) in the firing system that starts the ignition
process. Usually a curved, grooved, or serrated piece of metal which is pulled rearward by the
shooter’s finger, and which releases the sear or hammer.

TRIGGER GUARD

Usually a circular or oval band of metal, horn, or plastic that goes around the trigger to provide
both protection and safety in shooting circumstances.

TRIGGER SAFETY

A trigger assembly component which must be depressed or otherwise moved before the trigger can
be pulled completely through to fire the weapon. Most often a pivoting blade in the center of a trigger
which protrudes from the face of the trigger when it is engaged/”on” and automatically resets itself.

TURRETS

Cylinders on an optical sight’s main tube which hold adjustment knobs or screws. A turret
is dedicated to one of several functions: windage, elevation, parallax, reticle type, reticle
illumination, or ranging.

TWIST BARRELS

A process in which a steel rod (called a mandrel) was wrapped with skelps - ribbons of iron. The
skelps were then welded in a charcoal fire to form one piece of metal, after which the rod was
driven out to be used again. The interior of the resulting tube then had to be laboriously bored
out by hand to remove the roughness. Once polished, the outside was smoothed on big grinding
wheels, usually turned by waterpower.
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TWIST RATE

Refers to the distance required for one complete turn of rifling, usually expressed as a ratio such
as 1:12 in. twist, which refers to one complete twist of rifling within 12 inches of barrel. Typically,
the heavier the bullet, the faster the twist rate needs to be.

UNDER-LEVER

Action opening lever that is usually located below or in the trigger guard, can also be side
pivoting from forearm.

UNDERLUG

On a break open action firearm, the lug on the chamber end of the barrel which locates the barrel
in the receiver, and which locks the barrel into battery when intercepted by the bolt/underbolt.
Also called a lump.

UNDER FOLDING STOCK

A folding stock variation; the buttstock rotates downwards and underneath the frame/receiver.
See FOLDING STOCK.

UNLOAD

To remove all ammunition/cartridges from a firearm or magazine.

UNSERVICEABLE FIREARM

A firearm that is damaged and cannot be made functional in a minimal amount of time.

UPPER ASSEMBLY

For a semi-auto pistol this includes the barrel and slide assembly, for AR style rifles it includes
the barrel, bolt and receiver housing.

VARIABLE POWER OPTICAL SIGHT

A optical sight with a multiple magnification levels, most common are 3-9 power general purpose
scopes.

VENTILATED

Denotes a component with holes, slots, gaps, or other voids which reduce weight, promote
cooling, have a structural purpose, or are decorative.

VENTILATED RIB

A sighting plane affixed along the length of a shotgun barrel with gaps or slots milled for cooling
and lightweight handling.

VERNIER

Typically used in reference to a rear aperture (peep) sight. Usually upper tang mounted, and is
adj. for elevation by means of a highly accurate finely threaded screw.

VIERLING

A German word designating a four-barrel gun.

VIOLENT CRIME CONTROL AND LAW ENFORCEMENT ACT OF 1994, PUBLIC LAW
103-322

On September 13, 1994, Congress passed the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act
of 1994, Public Law 103-322. Title IX, Subtitle A, Section 110105 of this Act generally made it
unlawful to manufacture, transfer, and possess semiautomatic assault weapons (SAWs) and to
transfer and possess large capacity ammunition feeding devices (LCAFDs). The law also required
importers and manufacturers to place certain markings on SAWs and LCAFDs, designating they
were for export or law enforcement/government use. Significantly, the law provided that it
would expire 10 years from the date of enactment. Accordingly, effective 12:01 am on September
13, 2004, the provisions of the law ceased to apply and the following provisions of the regulations
in Part 478 no longer apply:
• Section 478.11- Definitions of the terms “semiautomatic assault weapon” and “large capacity
ammunition feeding device”
• Section 478.40- Entire section
• Section 478.40a- Entire section
• Section 478.57- Paragraphs (b) and (c)
• Section 478.92- Paragraph (a)(3) – [NOTE: Renumbered from paragraph (a)(2) to paragraph
(a)(3) by TD ATF – 461 (66 FR 40596) on August 3, 2001]
• Section 478.92- Paragraph (c)
• Section 478.119- Entire section- [NOTE: An import permit is still needed pursuant to the
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Arms Export Control Act- see 27 CFR 447.41(a)]
• Section 478.132- Entire section
• Section 478.153- Entire section
NOTE: The references to “ammunition feeding device” in section 478.116 are not applicable on
or after September 13, 2004.
NOTE: The references to “semiautomatic assault weapons” in section 478.171 are not applicable
on or after September 13, 2004.
Information from BATFE Online - Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, and Explosives an
official site of the U.S. Department of Justice.

WAD

A shotshell component in front of the powder charge and has a cup or flat surface that the shot
charge rests on. Various types of wads exist with the most common being a column of plastic.

WADCUTTER BULLET

A lead target bullet for revolvers having a flat nose and a sharp outer edge or shoulder which will
cut clean holes in paper targets to aid in spotting and scoring.

WATER TABLE

The flat surfaces forward of the standing breech of a side-by-side shotgun. Also called action bar
flats or action flats.

WEAVER-STYLE RAIL

A mounting rail system similar in dimensions and use as the Picatinny Rail. Weaver-style grooves
are .180 wide and do not always have consistent center-to-center widths. Most Weaver-style
accessories will fit the Picatinny system, however Picatinny accessories will not fit the Weaverstyle system. Also see PICATINNY RAIL.

WILDCAT CARTRIDGE

An experimental or non-standard cartridge, not commercially manufactured, often using a
standard cartridge case which has been significantly modified.

WINDAGE

The deflection of a projectile from its trajectory due to wind. Also, adjustment of a firearm’s
sight(s) to compensate for the deflection.

WUNDHAMMER GRIP/SWELL

Originally attributed to custom gunsmith Louis Wundhammer, it consists of a bulge on the right
side of the pistol grip that ergonomically fills the palm of a right-handed shooter.

YOKE

See CRANE.

YOUTH DIMENSIONS

Usually refers to shorter stock dimensions and/or lighter weight enabling youth/women to
shoot and carry a firearm.

ZERO

The procedure of adjusting a firearm’s sight(s) so that the point of aim coincides with the bullet’s
point of impact at a selected range.

ABBREVIATIONS
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*
5R
A
A.R.M.S.
A2
A3
AA
AAA
ACB
ACP
ACR
ACS
adj.
AE
AECA
AFG
AK
AMU
AOW
appts.
AR
ASAP
ATR
ATS
AWB
AWR
B
BAC
BAD
BAN/CRIME
BILL ERA
BAR
BASR
BB
BBL
BLR
BMG
BOSS
BOSS-CR
BP
BPE
BPS
BR
BT
BT
BUIS
c.
C/B 1994
CAD
cal.
CAR
CAWS
CB
CC
CCA
CF
CFR
CH
CLMR
CMV
CNC
COMM.
COMP
CQB

ABBREVIATIONS

Banned due to 1994-2004 Crime Bill
(may be current again)
Five (groove) Rifling
Standard Grade Walnut
Atlantic Research Marketing Systems
AR-15 Style/Configuration w/fixed
carry handle
AR-15 Style/Configuration w/detach
able carry handle
Extra Grade Walnut
Best Quality Walnut
Advanced Combat Bolt (LWRC)
Automatic Colt Pistol
Adaptive Combat Rifle
MAGPUL Adaptable Carbine/Storage
(stock)
Adjustable
Automatic Ejectors or Action Express
Arms Export Control Act
MAGPUL Angled Fore Grip
Avtomat Kalashnikova rifle
Army Marksman Unit
Any Other Weapon (NFA)
Appointments
Armalite Rifle
MAGPUL Ambi Sling Attachment Point
All Terrain Rifle (Mossberg)
All Terrain Shotgun (Mossberg)
Assault Weapons Ban
Alaskan/African Wilderness Rifle
Blue
Browning Arms Company
MAGPUL Battery Assist Device (bolt
catch lever)
Mfg. between Nov. 1989 - Sept. 12,
2004
Browning Automatic Rifle
Bolt Action Sniper Rifle (H&K)
Brass Backstrap
Barrel
Browning Lever Rifle
Browning Machine Gun
Ballistic Optimizing Shooting System
BOSS w/o Muzzle Brake
Buttplate or Black Powder
Black Power Express
Browning Pump Shotgun
Bench Rest
Beavertail
Browning Trap shotgun
Back-Up Iron Sight(s)
Circa
Introduced Because of 1994 Crime
Bill
Computer Assisted Design
Caliber
Colt Automatic Rifle or Carbine
Close Assault Weapons System
Crescent Buttplate
Case Colors
Colt Collectors Association
Centerfire
Code of Federal Regulations
Cross Hair
Colt Lightning Magazine Rifle
Chrome Moly Vanadium Steel
Computer Numeric Controlled
(machining/machinery)
Commemorative
Compensated/Competition
Close Quarter Battle

CQC
C-R
CRF
CRPF
CSAT

Close Quarter Combat
Curio-Relic
Controlled Round Feed
Controlled Round Push Feed
Combat Shooting & Tactics
(accessories)
CTF
Copper/Tin Frangible (bullet)
CTG/CTGE
Cartridge
CTR
MAGPUL Compact/Type Restricted
(stock)
CYL/C
Cylinder
DA
Double Action
DAK
Double Action Kellerman Trigger
(SIG)
DAO
Double Action Only
DB
Double Barrel
DBM
Detachable Box Magazine
DCM
Director of Civilian Marksmanship
DI
Direct Impingement Gas System, see
Glossary
DIGS
Delayed Impingement Gas System,
see Glossary
DISC or disc. Discontinued
DMR
Designated Marksman Rifle (U.S
Army, LWRC)
DPMS
Defense Procurement Manufacturing
Services
DSL
Detachable Side Locks
DST
Double Set Triggers
DT
Double Triggers
DWM
DeutscheWaffen and Munitions
Fabriken
EGLM
Enhanced Grenade Launcher Module
(FNH)
EJT
Ejector or Ejectors
EMAG
MAGPUL Export MAGazine
EMP
Enhanced Micro Pistol (Springfield
Inc.)
EXC
Excellent
EXT
Extractor or Extractors
F
Full Choke
F&M
Full & Modified
FA
Forearm
FAL
Fusil Automatique Leger
FBT
Full Beavertail Forearm
FDE
Flat Dark Earth (finish color)
FDL
Fleur-de-lis
FE
Forend/Fore End
FFL
Federal Firearms License
FIRSH
Free Floating Integrated Rail System
Handguard
FK
Flat Knob
FKLT
Flat Knob Long Tang
FM
Full Mag
FMJ
Full Metal Jacket
FN CAL
FN Carabine Automatique Leger
FN GP
FN Grande Puissance (pistol)
FN LAR
Fabrique Nationale Light Automatic
Rifle
FN
Fabrique Nationale
FNAR
FN Automatic Rifle
FNC
Fabrique Nationale Carabine
FNH USA
Fabrique Nationale Herstal (U.S. sales
and marketing)
FNH
Fabrique Nationale Herstal
FPS
Feet Per Second
g.
Gram
ga.
Gauge
GCA
Gun Control Act
G-LAD
Green Laser Aiming Device
GOVT
Government
gr.
Grain
H&H
Holland & Holland
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HB
H-BAR
HC
HK
HMR
HP
HP
HPJ
I
IAR
IC
ILS

Heavy Barrel
H(eavy)-BARrel, AR-15/M16
Hard Case
Heckler und Koch
Hornady Magnum Rimfire
High Power (FN/Browning pistol)
Hollow Point
High Performance Jacket
Improved
Infantry Automatic Rifle (LWRC)
Improved Cylinder
Integral Locking System (North
American Arms)
IM
Improved Modified
IMI
Israel Military Industries
in.
Inch
intro.
Introduced
IOM
Individual Officer Model (FNH model
suffix)
IPSC
International Practical Shooting
Confederation
ISSF
International Shooting Sports Fed
eration
ITAR
International Traffic (in) Arms
Regulation
IVT
Italian Value-Added Tax
JCP
Joint Combat Pistol
KAC
Knight’s Armament Co.
KMC
Knight’s Manufacturing Co.
KSG
Kel Tec Shotgun
L
Long
LBA
Lightning Bolt Action (Mossberg)
LBC
Les Baer Custom (Inc.)
lbs.
Pounds
LC
Long Colt
LCW
Lauer Custom Weaponry
LDA
Light Double Action (PARA USA INC.)
LEM
Law Enforcement Model or
Modification
LEO
Law Enforcement Only
LMT
Lewis Machine and Tool (Company)
LOP
Length of Pull
LPA
Lightning Pump Action (Mossberg)
LPI
Lines Per Inch
LR
Long Rifle
LT
Long Tang or Light
LTR
Light Tactical Rifle (Rem.)
LTRK
Long Tang Round Knob
LWRC
Land Warfare Resources Corporation
LWRC
Leitner-Wise Rifle Company, Inc.
M (MOD.)
Modified Choke
M&P
Military & Police
M-4
Newer AR-15/M16 Carbine Style/Con
figuration
Mag.
Magnum Caliber
mag.
Magazine
MARS
Modular Accessory Rail System
MBUS
MAGPUL Back-Up Sight
MC
Monte Carlo
MCS
Modular Combat System (Rem.)
MFG or Mfg. Manufactured/manufacture
MIAD
MAGPUL Mission Adaptable (grip,
other)
mil
see Glossary
mil-dot
See Glossary
MIL SPEC
Mfg. to Military Specifications
MK
Mark
mm
Millimeter
MOA
Minute of Angle
MOE
MAGPUL Original Equipment
MOUT
Military Operations (on) Urbanized
Terrain
MR
Matted Rib
MS2
MAGPUL Multi Mission Sling System
MSR
Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail
MVG
MAGPUL MOE Vertical Grip

MWS
N
N/A
NATO
NE
NFA
NIB
NM
no.
NP
NP3/NP3 Plus
NSST
NVD
O/U
OA
OAL
OB
OBFM
OBO
OCT
ODG
ORC
oz.
P
P99AS
PAD
Para.
PBR
PDA
PFFR
PG
PK
PMAG
POR/P.O.R.
POST-’89
POST-BAN
PPC
PPD
PPK
PPKs
PPQ
PRE-’89
PRE-BAN
PRS/PRS2
PSD
PSG
PSR
PXT
QD
RACS
RAS
RB
RCM
RCMP
RDS
REC
REM
REM. MAG.
REPR
RF
RFB
RFM
RIS
RK
RKLT
RKST

Modular Weapons System
Nickel
Not Applicable or Not Available
North Atlantic Treaty Org.
Nitro Express
National Firearms Act (U.S. 1934)
New in Box
National Match
Number
New Police
Nickel-Phosphorus (firearm coating)
Non Selective Single Trigger
Night Vision Device
Over and Under
Overall
Overall Length
Octagon Barrel
Octagon Barrel w/full mag.
Or Best Offer
Octagon
Olive Drab Green (finish color)
Optics Ready Carbine
Ounce
Police (Rem. rifle/shotgun)
Pistol 99 Anti Stress (trigger, Walther)
Personal Anti-recoil Device (Savage)
Parabellum
Patrol Bolt Rifle (FNH)
Personal Defense Assistant (PARA
USA INC.)
Percantage of factory finish remaining
Pistol Grip
Pistol Kompact (Walther)
MAGPUL Polymer MAGazine
Price on Request
Paramilitary mfg. after Federal
legislation in Nov. 1989
Refers to production after Sept. 12,
2004
Pindell Palmisano Cartridge
Post Paid
Police Pistol Kriminal (Walther 1931
design)
Police Pistol Kriminal (Walther 1968
design)
Police Pistol Quick (defense trigger,
Walther)
Paramilitary mfg. before Federal
legislation in Nov. 1989
Mfg. before September 13, 1994 per
C/B or before Nov. 1989.
MAGPUL Precision Rifle/Sniper (stock)
Personal Security Detail rifle (LWRC)
PrazisionSchutzenGewehr (H&K rifle)
Precision Shooting Rifle (FNH)
Power Extractor Technology (PARA
USA INC.)
Quick Detachable
Remington Arms Chassis System
Rail Adapter System
Round Barrel/Round Butt
Ruger Compact Magnum
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Rapid Deployment Stock
Receiver
Remington
Remington Magnum
Rapid Engagement Precision Rifle
(LWRC)
Rimfire
Rifle Forward (ejection) Bullpup
Rim Fire Magnum
Rail Interface system
Round Knob
Round Knob Long Tang
Round Knob Short Tang
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RMEF
RMR
RPD
RR
RSA
RSUM
RUM
RVG
S
S&W
S/N
SA
SAA
SAAMI
SABR
SAE
SAS
SASS
SAUM
SAW
SAW
SB
SBR
SCAR
SCW
SDT
ser.
SG
SIG
SIM
SK
SLP
SMG
SMLE
SNT
SOCOM
SOPMOD
SP
SPC
SPEC
SPEC-OPS
SPG
Spl.
SPLLAT
SPR
SPS
SPS
sq.
SR
SRC
SRT
SS
SSA
SSR
SST
ST
SUR
SWAT
SWAT
SxS
TB
TBA
TBM

Rocky Mt. Elk. Foundation
Rimfire Magnum Rifle (Kel Tec)
Ruchnoy Pulemyot Degtyaryova
(machine gun)
Red Ramp
MAGPUL Rail Sling Attachment
Remington Short-Action Ultra
Magnum
Remington Ultra Magnum
MAGPUL Rail Vertical Grip
Short
Smith & Wesson
Serial Number
Single Action
Single Action Army
Sporting Arms and Ammunition
Manufacturers’ Institute
Sniper/Assaulter Battle Rifle
(LWRC)
Selective Automatic Ejectors
SIG Anti Snag (pistol models)
Single Action Shooting Society or
(U.S. Army) Semi Automatic Sniper
System
Short Action Ultra Magnum
Semiautomatic Assault Weapon
Squad Automatic Weapon
Shotgun butt or Steel backstrap
Short Barrel Rifle
Special (Operations Forces) Combat
Assault Rifle (FNH)
Sub Compact Weapon (Colt)
Super Dynamic Technology (PARA
USA INC.)
serial
Straight Grip
Schweizerische Industriegesellschaft
Special Impact Munition
Skeet
Self Loading Police ( FNH shotgun)
Submachine Gun
Short Magazine Lee Enfield Rifle
Single Non-Selective Trigger
Special Operations Command
Special Operations Peculiar
Modification
Special Purpose
Special Purpose Cartridge
Special
Special Operations
Semi-Pistol Grip
Special
Special Purpose Low Lethality Anti
Terrorist (Munition)
Special Police Rifle (FNH), Special
Purpose Rifle
Special Purpose Synthetic
(Remington)
Superalloy Piston System (LWRC)
Square
Solid Rib
Saddle Ring Carbine
Short Reset Trigger
Single Shot or Stainless Steel
Super Short Action
Sniper Support Rifle (FNH)
Single Selective Trigger
Single Trigger
Sport Utility Rifle - see Glossary
Special Weapons Assault Team
Special Weapons and Tactics
Side by Side
Threaded Barrel
To be Announced
Tactical Box Magazine

TD
TDR
TGT
TH
TIR
TPS
TRP
TRPAFD
TS
TSOB
TSR XP USA
TSR XP
TT
TTR
TWS
UBR
UCIW
UCP
UIT
UMC
UMP
USA
USAMU
USC
USG
USP
USPSA
USR
USSOCOM
VAT
Vent.
VG
VR
VTAC
VTR
w/
w/o
WBY
WC
WCF
WD
WFF
WIN
WMR
WO
WRA
WRF
WRM
WSL
WSM
WSSM
WW
X (1X)
XD
XDM
XX (2X)
XXX (3x)
YHM

Take Down
Target Deployment Rifle (Rem.)
Target
Target Hammer
Target Interdiction Rifle (Rem.)
Tactical Police Shotgun (FNH)
Tactical Response Pistol (Springfield
Inc.)
Take Red Pen Away From Dave!
Target Stocks
Scope Mount Rail Weaver Type
Tactical Sport Rifle - Extreme
Performance Ultra Short Action
(FNH)
Tactical Sport Rifle - Extreme
Performance (FNH)
Target Trigger
Tactical Target Rifle (PARA USA INC.)
Tactical Weapons System (Rem.)
MAGPUL Utility/Battle Rifle (stock)
Ultra Compact Individual Weapon
(LWRC)
Universal Combat Pistol (H&K)
Union Internationale de Tir
Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
Universal Machine Pistol (H&K)
Ultra Safety Assurance (Springfield
Inc.)
U.S. Army Marksmanship Unit
Universal Self-Loading Carbine
(H&K)
United States Government (FNH
model suffix)
Universal Self-Loading Pistol
(H&K)
United States Practical Shooting
Association
Urban Sniper Rifle (Rem.)
U.S. Special Operations Command
Value Added Tax
Ventilated
Very Good
Ventilated Rib
Viking Tactics, Inc. (accessories)
Varmint Triangular Profile Barrel
(Remington)
With
Without
Weatherby
Wad Cutter
Winchester Center Fire
Wood
Watch For Fakes
Winchester
Winchester Magnum Rimfire
White Outline
Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
Winchester Rim Fire
Winchester Rimfire Magnum
Winchester Self-Loading
Winchester Short Magnum
Winchester Super Short Magnum
World War
1X Wood Upgrade or Extra Full Choke
Tube
Extreme Duty (Springfield Inc.)
Extreme Duty M Factor (Springfield
Inc.)
2X Wood Upgrade or Extra Extra Full
Choke Tube
3X Wood Upgrade
Yankee Hill Machine
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FIREARMS, WESTERN Memorabilia, AND RELATED ARTIFACTS
MUSEUMS

National Firearms Museum (NFM)
National Rifle Association
11250 Waples Mill Road
Fairfax, VA 22030
www.nrahq.org/museum
(Check website for special exhibits)
This is easily the best firearms museum east of the
Mississippi, and if you are an NRA member, please take
the time and stop by this well-appointed museum in the
Washington, D.C., area - you won’t be disappointed. Blue
Book Publications, Inc. is proud to be a NRA Foundation
supporter of the NFM, and has contributed over $85,000 to
date for future museum acquisitions.
Buffalo Bill Historical Center/Cody Firearms Museum
720 Sheridan Ave.
Cody, WY 82414
www.bbhc.org
(Check website for special exhibits)
The BBHC is actually five museums under one large roof
- the Cody Firearms Museum, the Plains Indian Museum,
Whitney Gallery of Western Art, the Buffalo Bill Museum,
and the Draper Museum of Natural History. The BBHC
is by far one of the best places on earth to learn about the
American West, the Great Plains and early American
history. Summer is the busiest time, so check their website
for special events and exhibits. Please allow at least two
days to take in everything this complex offers, or you will
be making a mistake. Blue Book Publications, Inc. is also
pleased to be a One of 1,000 Society sponsor of The Buffalo
Bill Historical Center.

Winchesters, although condition on many specimens is
below average.
Frazier Arms Museum
829 W. Main St.
Louisville, KY 48202
www.fraziermuseum.org
One of the more recent museums, don’t underestimate
Frazier’s three stories of displays, with the famous Tower
of London exhibits on the third floor, depicting the history
of firearms and armor in elaborate dioramas. Additionally,
the two floors on American firearms and accessories are
well represented in all categories, including pistols, rifles,
and shotguns. Many historically significant firearms and
memorabilia are displayed, including Teddy Roosevelt’s
H&H double rifle, Geronimo’s bow & arrows, and some of
Buffalo Bill’s guns.
Museum of Connecticut History
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106
www.museumofcthistory.org
This museum houses the Colt’s Patent Firearms
Manufacturing Company Factory Collection, donated in
1957. The collection constitutes one of the finest assemblages
of early Colt prototypes, factory models, and experimental
firearms in the world. The collection also includes Coltmade Gatling guns, shotguns and automatic weapons. In
1995 the original “Rampant Colt” statue that had adorned
the Hartford Colt factory was acquired by the museum. The
Colt Firearms Collection, coupled with historic photographs
and other related materials, is a “must-see” for both firearms
enthusiasts and students of American history.

Autry National Center of the American West
4700 Western Heritage Way
Los Angeles, CA 90027-1462
www.autrynationalcenter.org
The Autry National Center of the American West is the
west coast’s premier museum for firearms and memorabilia.
Contains a wide variety of firearms in unique settings. The
well landscaped, spacious grounds of Griffith Park are as
attractive as the guns and other displays inside this upto-date museum. Includes the Southwest Museum of the
American Indian, the Museum of the American West, and
the Institute for the Study of the American West.

Ogden Union Station
2501 Wall Ave.
Ogden, UT 84401
www.theunionstation.org
This complex has five separate museums - the Browning
Firearms Museum, the Browning-Kimball Car Museum,
Eccles Rail Center, Union Station Natural History Museum,
and the Utah State Railroad Museum. Additionally, there
are two art galleries. The Browning Firearms Museum
celebrates the genius of John Browning, inventor of many
legendary military and sporting firearms, many built in
Ogden.

The National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum
1700 NE 63rd Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73111
www.nationalcowboymuseum.org
The only museum in America specializing in cowboy
artifacts and memorabilia, including a good selection of
original guns used in the west, in addition to modern day
reproductions and commemoratives. Original artwork,
important artifacts, and many other exhibits make touring
this museum mandatory if near Oklahoma City.

Smithsonian – National Museum of American History
National Mall, 14th Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.
www.americanhistory.si.edu
It’s always a challenge to find enough time to adequately
cover all the museums surrounding Washington D.C.’s
mall. However, if you are a firearms buff, and want to see
some great displays and dioramas of some of America’s
most important military and commercial firearms, you’re
going to need to spend at least 4 hours in the National
Museum of American History. The major exhibit is called
The Price of Freedom: Americans At War.

J.M. Davis Arms and Historical Museum
330 N. J. M. Davis Blvd. (U.S. Route 66)
Claremore, OK 74017
www.thegunmuseum.com
After touring this museum, you’ll probably understand that
J.M. Davis never turned down a gun for sale. Previously
housed in the J.M. Davis hotel in Claremore, this museum
now has its own building, and needs every square inch of
space to display the thousands of guns inside. A little bit
of everything is represented, including many Colts and

The National World War II Museum
945 Magazine Street
New Orleans, LA 70130
Phone: (504)-528-1944
Fax: (504)-527-6088
Website: www.nationalww2museum.org
Email: info@nationalww2museum.org

